Debate as a Paradigm for Demonstrating Skills in Communication and Persuasion.

This paper presents a paradigm based upon four premises: persuasion is any means employed to make someone respond in a predetermined manner; persuasion is at its best in formal debate; debate should encourage judges to place confidence in debaters' credibility; and debating is an art in which the participants must be fully aware of their role as individuals communicating with other individuals. A figure of the paradigm is presented and contains the following elements: audience or judge, communication skills, persuasion skills, formal debate, and persuasion syndrome. The paradigm illustrates that debate is primarily a persuasive process within a larger persuasive syndrome; it is an arena for the exhibition, utilization, and application of interpersonal communication skills. The standards which a judge should adhere to when judging a debate utilizing this paradigm are discussed. (TS)
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by

Ray E. Weisenborn

Historically debate has been subjected to innumerable charges as to its assets and liabilities for the participants. Brief perusal of the professional journals involved illustrates this fact. There has been a great deal of concern regarding debate as the exhibition of interpersonal or intrapersonal communication skills, argumentation, logic, and also, as a set of pseudo-traits which a "debator syndrome" exhibits. The paradigms presented in this program discuss several of these areas. Each paradigm must resolve a basic dilemma: Is debate a behavioral process or the development of theoretical principles?

The contention of the following paradigm is that debate is the exhibition, utilization, and application of communication skills employed in persuasion. Of necessity, this paradigm will have assets and liabilities, dependent upon one's initial point-of-view. It is not the purpose of this paradigm to change initial attitudes held by those who have preconceived notions as to what debate, judging of debate, and debate participation should be and/or are. This paradigm should be classified as being: 1) The justification of debate as a persuasive process; 2) The justification of debate as training in interpersonal communication; 3)
A delineation of judging standards compatible to the paradigm. It should be realized at the onset that this paradigm is not:

1) Justification for "non-training" in the principles of formal debate;
2) Delineations of desirable communication and persuasion skills.

The paradigm which follows is based upon four premises. Briefly they are:

1) Persuasion is any means employed to make someone respond emotionally, think, or act in a predetermined manner;
2) Persuasion is at its apex of perfection within the parameters of formal debate,
3) Debate should encourage judges to place confidence in debaters' credibility and enhance the degree of force attributed to their arguments;
4) Debating is an art in which the participant must be fully aware of his role as an individual communicating with others.

Without attempting to present a comprehensive definition of exactly what persuasion is, let us realize that "persuasion is not a process of formulating decisions, but of getting them adopted."1 Oliver makes this statement in terms of theories of persuasion, but I believe it is most relevant when we consider the fact that debate is, in fact, a process by which individuals attempt to have a decision rendered in their favor. I do not here wish to discuss the ramifications or merits of decision-making processes in debate, rather, merely point out that persuasion makes individuals respond in predetermined manners.

---

One should also consider the debator as being an advocate. Abernathy states that "the one persuading, the advocate, attempts to cause one or more people to believe or act in accordance with the thesis he purposes." Here I believe we have the key to the fact that debate enters into the total persuasive syndrome.

Abernathy points out that the advocate attempts to cause one or more people to believe or act. The key is that at least one person is acting in accordance with a thesis which he purposes; that thesis, of course, is the topic of the debate. It matters little whether one calls it a thesis or a proposition, the point is that there is action to be taken on it. And the action will be taken by a judge who is to be for or against, in not only the theoretical sense, one of the two positions offered. Those positions are advocated by the persuading agents, the debators.

Persuasion is at its apex of perfection within the parameters of formal debate. Many people will come to grips with this position; many will disagree with this particular point. Bryant says rhetoric is "the rationale of informative persuasive discourse aimed at adjusting ideas to people and ... people to ideas." Debate, of course, is informative and suasory in nature; thus, we must consider that the whole rationale of debate may be as Bryant has said. Further, Capp and Capp point out that "educational debate

is in part an exercise in persuasive speaking." I am certain all of us have heard the point that one can prove anything with a set of statistics, and, of course, in debate "rhetoric" we find that there is a quote to counter every quote. It is not my point or my intention to have a quote for every particular I want substantiated. I wish to illustrate that many theorists express the viewpoint that debate is persuasive speaking.

In "A Program of Speech Education," reprinted in the Quarterly Journal of Speech, it is stressed that the teaching of advocacy is the essential purpose of scholastic debate. Advocacy can be interpreted to mean persuasive methodologies and theories. Potter points out that speakers in the debate situation are "attempting . . . to persuade by all the logical and psychological means that are appropriate." Again, it is not my purpose here to delineate what those logical and psychological means are. My point is merely this: The logical and psychological processes apparent in


the advocacy of the thesis or proposition are, in fact, what debators work with. Argumentation - yes. The use of logic - yes. But it is the total persuasive syndrome that is being affected, not merely interpersonal or intrapersonal communication arenas. Nor are persuasion and intrapersonal communication to be considered synonymous. As Walwick and Mehrley state:

To treat debating as both a paradigm of persuasion and as a training ground for rational intrapersonal communication is probably counterproductive, for they are essentially different processes.

In "Toward a Point of View for Contest Debate." Theodore Clevenger, Jr. makes the following points:

No doubt strong persuasive efforts must be based upon sound basic analysis, and to this extent the persuader has need of debating techniques; no doubt, also, lines of argument in debate must be firmly tied to sensible motivational analysis, and to this extent, the debator has need of persuasive methods.

Clevenger, I believe, makes a very vital point to substantiate the communication and persuasive skills paradigm. It is simply that while we must realize the inherent values of debating techniques and the development of lines of argument, debate must work with motivational analysis. Motivation is the key here. Persuasive methodologies (and I believe we can find support for this contention

---
in the great wealth of theoretical writing within our professional journals) are primarily designed with the audience in mind. It is the persuader, the advocate, who is attempting to utilize all of his communicative skills and all of his training and awareness of persuasive methodology to turn his audience, whether that audience is one person, five, or fifty, to a point of agreement with his stand on a particular position.

Granted, "man does use persuasion to reach accommodation." But even more so, "Persuasion may provide the opportunity to evolve a best solution by drawing upon the mass of persuasive effort that may be directed toward a problem." One must not look further than this statement when considering the paradigm for the presentation of issues in a debate situation and standards by which to judge the effectiveness of that presentation. We know that debate directs individuals through logical analysis and argumentative lines toward a particular problem. The problem is obviously two-fold. There is an affirmative position and a negative position toward that problem. As Anderson has told us, the best solution to the problem, as perceived by not only the advocate, but also by the judge of that clash, is going to be made by drawing upon the mass of persuasive efforts directed toward that problem. Again, persuasion is at its apex of perfection within the parameters of formal debate.

10 Ibid., p. 39.
Another point greatly discussed not only in theoretics but also in pragmatics, is that contest debate stresses winning. One can find articles related to what is wrong with debate, or what is right with debate. One of the charges leveled is stated by Abernathy: "The debator is changed from a sincere student of speech into a 'debate bum,' trained in the tricks, fair or unfair, of winning, rather than in honest techniques of persuasive speaking." Abernathy, I feel, summates his argument for us quite clearly. His position is obviously one that does not stress winning (and I am sure that all of us would go along with the fact that debate should stress winning, but rather it should stress the application of principles to practice in a particular situation). Again, a key for this paradigm is honest techniques of persuasive speaking which are stressed as the fundamental precepts of debate.

Debate should encourage judges to place confidence in debators' credibility and enhance the degree of force attributed to their arguments. When we realize that formal debate must, of necessity, involve the individual, I believe that there are two skills which the debator must perfect. They are concomitants: one is communication skill, the other is persuasive skill. These two skills must work in juxtaposition right up to the last moment of the formal debate clash. Minnick states that "any advocate...

---

can try to persuade the decision-making agency \( \text{the judge} \) to accept his views right up to the instant the decision is made."^{12} And this is, of course, what we must then again come to grips with. All of us have our own theoretical position as to what are the best communicative skills or what the communicative skills are that should be employed in the formal debate situation. Additionally, we all have our own ideas as to what the particular thrust of the persuasive skills should be, and which should be employed at a given time, and which are the best means to develop one of these communicative skills. Again, my position is not the delineation of these skills, but rather the fact that we should stress them in instruction, rather than some other elements of debate.

The judge looks at the individual debator through very distinct eyes. Murphy and Erickson say "the judge appears in debating situations as a critical observer of \( \text{the attempts} \) to persuade an audience to accept or reject the proposition."^{13} Again, it need not be that the audience is composed of a great milieu of people. One judge is enough to make, as Murphy and Erickson state, the critical observation as to which position should be accepted.

---

Obviously the judge must scrutinize both positions carefully. Two-thousand years ago, Herodotous made the point quite well in his *History*:

> It is impossible if no more than one opinion is uttered, to make a choice of the best; ... but if opposite speeches are delivered then choice can be exercised.\(^1\)

Of course the point made quite clearly here is that the judge must react to two different pairs of advocates or two individual advocates, dependent upon the debate form. The debator is attempting to affect the judges' judgement in terms of his own credibility and through the comparative situation, is attempting to have a stronger degree of force attributed to his arguments than his opposition. Bauer makes the same point: "The most important thing for all judges to remember is that the decision is comparative."\(^1\)

In a paradigm such as is being presented, it is imperative to remember that we are talking of two separate sets of advocates. Thus, the paradigm would be operative for both the negative and the affirmative as they approach the proposition. As the debator works with his particular position—be it affirmative or negative—he is attempting to make the judge place confidence in his particular position. He does this through the exhibition of communicative and persuasive skills.

---


There has been a great deal of discussion evolving around the position that debate can be either an exhibition of interpersonal or intrapersonal communication skills. My contention is that debating is an interpersonal awareness arena as opposed to an intrapersonal awareness arena. Oliver states:

An individual engaged in formulating a judgment is enacting the role of a scientist or logician. But when his own mind is made up, he must turn his attention to a problem different, more complex, and more difficult; namely, how to persuade others to accept his conclusion. His thinking is not subject-centered, but audience-centered.16

The debator as an individual communicator cannot center his ultimate arguments on himself, nor on the particular proposition at hand. After his analysis is complete, after he has developed his lines of argument, after he has attempted to foresee all the inherent flaws and assets of his position, then he must communicate them as an individual to his hearers. He cannot do this by being a debate machine; he cannot do this by being a debate "bum;" he cannot do this by using the tricks of the trade. He must be an individual employing communicative skills in the interpersonal arena of communication. Capp and Capp go further. Their advice to debators is this: "You must persuade your listeners to accept the reasonableness of your arguments. To persuade your listeners, you must analyze their interests, attitudes, and knowledge of the subject."17 Again, I believe the point should be quite clear:

16 Oliver, loc cit, p. 9.
17 Capp and Capp, loc cit, p. 211.
The debator is an individual communicator and he will communicate to an audience with predispositions toward his subject. He must ferret out those predispositions, make himself cognizant of them, and adapt to the communication situation in an attempt to make his position the one which receives the highest degree of credibility, logic and force. Then and only then, will the decision on the particular proposition be rendered in his favor.

With these four points in mind, the paradigm is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Debate as a Paradigm Demonstrating skills in Communication and Persuasion
The paradigm can be interpreted either deductively or inductively. For convenience sake, let us initially view it in the sequence in which the theses have been presented, or deductively, progressing from the outer to the inner circle.

The act of communication is a persuasive syndrome, of which the second level -- formal debate -- is one of the primary applications. In parentheses are suggested other particular applications within the persuasion syndrome. (Obviously, there are innumerable others.) Within the guidelines of formal debate individual communicators exhibit communication and persuasion skills directed toward a topical proposition (thesis). The focus of the skills developing the thesis is the agent to be persuaded, the judge.

Let us observe the paradigm from an inductive perspective. The judge enters a debate analyzing two teams (advocates/individuals) in clash. He will witness individual advocates as they communicate their wealth of information and lines of argument on a particular issue, and he will evaluate them as individual communicators. He will evaluate their persuasive arguments. He will then assess the clash within the framework of formal debate. Ultimately, he will render a decision which indicates that he has been persuaded to accept one line of argument over another.

Let me restress two primary principles which this paradigm is not. One is that I believe that it is quite clear that the paradigm does not sublimate training in the principles of formal
Secondly, I have not attempted a complete delineation of the desirable communication and persuasion skills required in formal debate.

What I believe the paradigm effectively illustrates is that debate is primarily a persuasive process within a larger persuasive syndrome; it is an arena for the exhibition, utilization, and application of interpersonal communication skills.

What standards then, could a judge adhere to in judging a debate utilizing this paradigm? It is obvious that personalities, backgrounds, and predispositions of judges will be as diverse as the debators who present the clashes. However, as debators have certain principles to which they must adhere and certain options which they can follow in presenting their lines of analysis and persuasive arguments, so, too, judges have standards which they can employ in assessing the relative strengths and weaknesses of the advocates. I believe there are four standards which are compatible to this paradigm. 1) Judges must assess which advocates have given them the most credible arguments and the strongest degree of force for those arguments through the exhibition of persuasive skills. 2) Judges must assess which of the advocates have most successfully, within the parameters of formal debate, persuaded the acceptance of their thesis. 3) Judges must assess which advocates are the more proficient individual communicators as they presented for topic analysis. 4) Judges must evaluate which advocates have exhibited enough communicative and persuasive
skills and methodologies to warrant the superior comparative position.

Thus, the requirements for judging within this paradigm quite explicit: Judges should be aware of degrees of communicative skills; they should be aware of degrees of effectiveness of employed persuasive skills; they should know the principles of formal debate; and ultimately, they should be aware of the fact that the debate environment is a persuasive one. Thus, the premise for judging is thus: Advocates presenting issues in opposition to alternative points of view can be viewed as individual communicators attempting to persuade an individual to a decision which can be made up to the closing minute of the debate.

Obviously any paradigm may be rejected. If rejection of this one is based solely on preference for a more theoretical or technical paradigm which incorporates core logic, argumentation, hypothesis testing, or different policy options, without giving due consideration to the conceptual strengths of the persuasion syndrome, then I believe that rejection is not well founded. If, however, the rejection is based on the fact that persuasion does not attempt to make the judge respond in a predetermined manner or that persuasion is at its apex of perfection within the parameters of formal debate, I can accept that rejection for it is based upon a theoretical position not of debate, but of persuasion. And, should rejection of the paradigm be based on its reliance upon communication skills, again it is not based upon a theoretical
position toward debate, but upon a communication philosophy. Debate is persuasion, or it is not. If it is not persuasion, then it does not involve communication. And, not involving communication per se, it is not a behavioral act, merely the development of theoretical principles. I am reminded of an old proverb:

The fool tries to convince me with reasons--the wiseman persuades me with my own.